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Toddler Property Law 
1.    If I like it, it’s mine. 

2.    If it’s in my hand, it’s mine. 

3.    If I can take it from you, it’s mine. 

4.    If I had it a little while ago, it’s mine. 

5.    If it’s mine, it must never appear to be yours   
   in any way. 

6.    If I’m doing or building something, all the  
   pieces are mine. 

7.    If it looks like mine, it’s mine. 

8.    If I saw it first, it’s mine. 

9.    If you are playing with something and you put    
   it down, it automatically becomes mine. 

10.    If it’s broken, it’s yours. 

Author unknown 
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 Facilitator Resource Links: 
 
 Attachment, Routines and Transition Rituals 
 
My Child and I: Attachment for Life 
http://www.beststart.org/resources/hlthy_chld_dev/pdf/parent_attachment_eng.pdf  
 
 
Healthy Baby, Healthy Brain  
http://www.healthybabyhealthybrain.ca/ 

Comfort, Play, and Teach: Infant Mental Health Promotion  
http://www.imhpromotion.ca/Resources/CPT-ParentingMomentsInfoSheets.aspx 
  
 
Parents Matter – (resources in multiple languages)  
(topics include: Familiar Routines and Rituals, Making Transition Time Easier)  
http://www.parentsmatter.ca 

 

Communication Section: 

 
16 Gestures by 16 Months  

http://firstwordsproject.com/about-16by16/ 

 
Handbook of Language and Literacy Development: A Roadmap from 0-60 months  
http://www.theroadmap.ualberta.ca/home 
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http://www.parentsmatter.ca/
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Sharing Concerns 
Physician to Parent 

 
Physicians may also find it challenging to identify children at risk for developmental delays and disorders and 

difficult to express their concerns about a child's development with parents or caregivers. No doubt about it, these 

are critical life-changing discussions that require time, sensitivity, honesty, planning, and follow-through on your 

part. Here are some suggestions as to how you can handle this process successfully with your patients. 

 Listen to parents 

 Understand that early identification and intervention are essential 

 Consider the prevalence of developmental delays and disorders 

 Heighten your "index of suspicion" 

 Make each well-visit an opportunity for screening and surveillance 

 Create a screening training and implementation plan 

 Deliver difficult news to parents with sensitivity and understanding 

 Narrow the gap between knowledge and behavior 

 Follow up with referrals; progress can be made 

 References to journal articles 

 Listen to parents 

In recent years, parents of young children have become increasingly aware of the need to monitor traditional 

developmental milestones at each well visit prior to age three, due in large part to the popularity of the What to 

Expectseries, the Touchpointsbooks, and other baby books currently available. Parents expect to have a dialogue with 

their child’s physician about development, though even these highly regarded books do not cover social, emotional, and 

communication milestones well enough.  Nor do they address behavioral problems. 

A recent national survey of parents with young children indicated that they want more information and support on 

childrearing and developmental concerns, yet pediatric clinicians often fail to discuss non-medical concerns with them 

(Taaffe Young, Davis, Schoen & Parker, 1998). Moreover, detection rates in primary care show that 70% of 

developmental disorders (Palfrey, Singer, Walker & Butler, 1994) and 80% of mental health problems are not caught 

(Lavigne et al, 1994). These discussions could yield developmental concerns early, since parent report has been shown 

to be highly accurate and indicative of a true concern (Glascoe, 999).  

Because parents are with their children around the clock, they are well positioned to be valid reporters about their 

child’s development. This, combined with routine observations and comparisons of other children is very powerful. 

This cuts across all populations:  income, education, social level, culture, etc. A physician can make great use of these 

observations at a well child visit where the average time for a professional to observe a child is only 15 minutes on 

average. Thus, a collaborative parent/physician relationship is critical to the continued healthy development of a young 

child. 

When you have concerns about a child, remember, this is a family you anticipate having a 

professional relationship with for the next 18 years. It's important to develop the ability to say, 

'Okay, this is a problem you're experiencing, I'm going to take it seriously. I may not agree with you 

that it's developmental; I may think this is more of an emotional or family problem, but you're telling 

me it's a problem, and I'm going to do something about it."(the late Robert H. Wharton, M.D., 

Developmental and Behavioral Pediatrician) 

http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#listen
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#EI
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#prevalence
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#index_suspicion
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#well_visit
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#training_plan
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#bad_news
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#knowledge_behavior
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#referrals
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#references


Back to top 

Understand that early identification and intervention are essential 

Early intervention’s positive outcome has been well-documented in the literature and goes far beyond IQ. In the short 

term, it improves the quality of life and functioning for the child and for the family. In the long term, early 

intervention’s impact extends into such key developmental areas as prevention of secondary emotional/behavioral 

issues, reduction in teen pregnancy, increase in high school graduates, increase in employment, and reduction in the 

crime rate. (Glascoe, 2002). 

Pediatric clinicians are in a unique and central position to identify developmental concerns early and refer children at 

risk on for further evaluation and treatment. Parents depend on pediatric clinicians for advice, guidance, and support. 

They need healthcare professionals who can speak the language of development with them and work with them to keep 

their child on a healthy developmental path.    

"I would advocate a preliminary developmental screening for all children. And if a parent comes in 

and has concern about a child, there should be an immediate discussion about it. If the pediatrician 

doesn't have time, it would be well for him to either have a person to whom he refers the family or 

for one of his staff to be able to sit down with the family for 15 minutes and make them feel heard. 

The risks of not doing that are enormous in that the first few years of life are the period of the 

greatest neuroplasticity and the greatest rate of change in brain development. This is a critical 

period. If we miss this critical period, we could miss the boat on helping a child to develop to his or 

her fullest potential(Rebecca Landa, Ph.D., Professor of Psychiatry) 

Back to top 

Consider the prevalence of developmental delays and disabilities 

Prevalence studies indicate that autism spectrum disorders are dramatically on the rise with the CDC citing 1 in every 

150 children on the autism spectrum and developmental disorders representing 17% of young children (CDC: Yeargin-

Allsopp, Rice, 2007). 

Thus, every pediatric professional can expect to see at least one patient in his/her practice (if not more) that lives with 

these concerns. This makes it essential for medical practitioners and clinicians to understand the key social, emotional, 

and communication milestones and to have a firm grasp of red flags.   

"The findings now from very large prevalence studies show that 16 to 18% of children have 

developmental problems. That's one in every five patients or so, especially if you include the more 

serious mental health problems. One out of every five patients that you run into will be experiencing 

a developmental problem...it's a huge concern. It's probably the biggest single issue that you 

encounter in pediatrics and, yet, it is just a fraction of pediatric training."(Frances Page Glascoe, 

Ph.D., Professor of Pediatrics) 

Back to top 

Heighten your “index of suspicion” 

Simply by making developmental surveillance a regular part of every office visit, you can sharpen your observations, 

elicit better information from parents, and heighten your index of suspicion. (American Academy of Pediatrics, 2001). 

http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#top
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#top
http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/dd/report.htm
http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/dd/report.htm
http://www.firstsigns.org/healthydev/milestones.htm
http://www.firstsigns.org/healthydev/milestones.htm
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/flags.htm
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#top


Suspicions are eliminated or confirmed through the screening process first by using a broad-based developmental tool 

and then, if concerns persist, by narrowing the focus through a level-two tool (e.g., autism or Asperger screen). Pediatric 

physicians’ observations enhance and strengthen the accuracy of screening tool measures. Physicians can use the 

developmental surveillance and screening processes to increase the chance of detection during very early development 

and provide a clear compass for referral and treatment if a concern is flagged. By listening closely to parent report 

during the surveillance process, physicians may be prompted to start the developmental screening process at any time a 

concern arises as a result.  

"Physicians need to have an index of suspicion. And they need to listen to parents. Even when I was 

a resident back in the dark ages...there was this whole idea about being an overanxious mother. I 

don't think I've ever seen a mother that I thought was overanxious. You're usually anxious for a 

reason and if there is a reason, you need to know what that reason is. So if they've got a busy 

schedule, it would be appropriate when Mrs. Jones comes in to say, 'Mrs. Jones, I really don't have 

time today, but let's make an appointment, I'll stay late on Thursday, why don't you drop by and let 

me hear more about that problem.' The parent needs to be validated, and you, the physician, need to 

hear the story in more detail. Without that, I don't think you have a clue, frankly."(Margaret L. 

Bauman, M.D., Pediatric Neurologist) 

Back to top 

Make each well-visit an opportunity for screening and surveillance 

In response to the increasing number of young children affected by these disorders, leading medical organizations 

(American Academy of Neurology, 2000; American Academy of Pediatrics, 2001) have issued policy statements that 

provide specific guidelines toward the routine screening and surveillance of developmental delays and disorders, 

including autism. By making routine screening a regular part of pediatric practice, physicians can channel parent 

concerns efficiently, reduce over or under referrals, and accurately validate reported concerns and observations. 

"Ask the parent how little Johnny or Susie lets them know what they want and listen carefully for the 

explanation. If at 12 or 14 months little Johnny or Susie simply cries or wants the parent to guess 

what he or she wants, but can't use purposeful signaling, such as taking them by the hand or pointing 

to indicate wants or desires, that's a warning sign. Also, observe yourself. Try to observe a few 

minutes of free play. You don't have to make a diagnosis, you just want to be alert."(Stanley I. 

Greenspan, M.D., Child Psychiatrist) 

Back to top 

Create a screening training and implementation plan 

To make screening and referral a routine part of pediatric practice, it will require planning, training, and 

implementation. First, if you have someone on staff who is already a champion for children with special needs, get that 

professional involved in creating an atmosphere of enthusiasm and excitement as an advocate of positive change. Train 

all staff members, including front office staff. Not getting all suitable staff on board can make or break a program. Host 

a meeting with local service providers and office staff to build relationships and establish collaborations. Plan and 

implement a smooth office process for storing, disseminating, tabulating, and replenishing screening questionnaires and 

referral notes. Arrange to have trained staff available who can interview or interpret questionnaires for those parents 

who cannot fill out the forms without support. Stock exam rooms and the front office with patient education materials 

related to these disorders for easy access.  Keep contact information on hand for quick referrals to local service 

providers and diagnostic services.   

Lastly, look at how other model pediatric programs are meeting this challenge.  One excellent example is the Health 

http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#top
http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#top
http://www.healthysteps.org/


Steps program, an approach that designates a trained staff member to be a developmental “Healthy Steps” specialist 

who regularly addresses issues around child development and behavior. To be sure, innovation can lead to a successful 

implementation of a screening and referral program.  But plain old-fashioned planning and execution can be all that is 

necessary to get started. 

Back to top 

Deliver difficult news to parents with sensitivity and understanding 

We have provided links to many excellent journal articles that discuss how to deliver difficult news to parents in 

our Reference section below. In addition to these sources, we have provided our own advice for how to approach the 

difficult conversation of delivering bad news. It is important to remember that positive outcomes of these discussions 

between a physician and parent will set the tone for how the parent views their child in the future, how satisfied they are 

with the physician/patient relationship and how positively they view their roles as parents in the years to come. 

1. Set the stage for a successful conversation. 

Often, these difficult conversations take place in the physician’s office immediately following a screening. However, if 

your schedule does not allow adequate time to hold this conversation, schedule a follow-up visit as quickly as you can. 

Choosing the right time and place for a conversation to share your concerns is very important. And allowing sufficient 

time with no interruptions is critical. Understand that emotions may be unpredictable. Be ready to listen and offer help 

through the referral process. 

2. Start with parent observations, questions, or concerns. 

It’s important to assess where a parent stands in relation to understanding his/her child’s development before sharing 

your own professional concerns. The parent may already sense a problem and just not have the words to articulate it. 

Gently probe and ask questions that will allow a parent to share their own observations, questions, or concerns first. 

Then share your own observations and screening results in a very neutral manner.  By doing so, you will open an 

exchange and may even validate a parent’s hidden concerns and fears. 

3. Put yourself in the parent's shoes. Be supportive. 

Some of the most memorable conversations that parents of children with special needs report are those that take place at 

the critical moment a first concern is expressed. An empathetic approach goes much further in establishing trust and 

understanding than a clinical or professionally-detached one. Your tone and manner should be open and available. 

Whatever the outcome, in the long run, the parent will remember and appreciate your discussion if it is framed in a 

caring way. 

4. Focus on the need to "rule out" anything serious.  

By referring for further evaluation, it opens up the opportunity to “rule out” as well as “rule in” the concern. If concerns 

are ruled out, parents can rest easy. If concerns are confirmed, then seeking help through evaluation and referral will 

help to get the child back on a healthy developmental path. No harm can be done by checking out concerns. Things can 

only get better.  

5. Refer parents and caregivers to other resources.  Some parents need to come to this understanding on their own. 

It is also a good idea to give the parent something descriptive to read about the disorder in the quiet of their homes. 

Seeing disabilities described in writing, whether through literature or on the Web, allows a parent to make the match 

with his/her own child’s behaviors and needs.  It provides an objective description of common features and allows the 

http://www.healthysteps.org/
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parent to come into recognizing developmental concerns at their own pace. Often, when a parent is in denial, reading 

something that describes their own child’s behaviors closely can be the catalyst for progress. 

6. Emphasize the importance of early identification and intervention.  

One way to look at developmental concerns is that if a child had signs of a serious and persistent physical illness, like 

asthma, you would want to get it checked out as soon as possible to rule it out. If there really were a problem, it would 

only make it worse by not doing so. Developmental delays are no different. By not receiving timely interventions for 

concerns around language, behavior, and social connectedness, the problems will not go away, but will worsen over 

time. And what’s most hopeful is that early intervention works, improving life in the long and short term for both the 

child and the family. So life will get better once interventions are underway.  

7. Be confident that sharing your concerns is always the right thing to do. The hardest part is finding the right words 

to get started. 

Try role playing what you will say first. Express what you have observed that gives you concern in a caring and 

supportive way. By doing so, it may lower your own anxiety and give you the confidence to have a heart-to-heart with a 

positive outcome. Do not be afraid about hurting the relationship with the family. If you present your concerns in a 

positive and caring way, you will build trust. The bottom line is that the earlier a developmental concern is identified 

and treated, the better the outcome. 

Back to top 

Narrow the gap between knowledge and behavior 

There is much currently being published in medical literature about the gap between knowledge and behavior in 

practice. Physicians are more knowledgeable than ever about autism due to increase in awareness campaigns, media 

attention, and funding for research studies. So why is there still a gap between knowledge and practice? And why don’t 

many physicians screen? 

Physicians cite many challenges that may influence their decisions on whether or not to screen routinely in practice. 

Among these are: 

 Lack of training 

 Lack of time 

 Lack of reimbursement by insurance companies 

 Physician perceptions about fears and benefits of screening 

 Breaking bad news to families 

 Concerns about over referrals 

 Lack of confidence in results of early intervention 

However, in spite of the perceived challenges of screening, two conditions have been shown to influence a physician’s 

willingness to act when a developmental concern is indicated: a sense of urgency and a level of certainty (Kennedy, 

Regehr, Rosenfield, Roberts & Lingard, 2004). 

If one considers the latest information about early brain plasticity and the very powerful influence of early intervention 

on the developing brain, a sense of urgency is an absolute must whenever a parent expresses a developmental concern. 

The use of validated screening tools in practice strengthens a clinician’s level of certainty by providing a measure of 

confidence to make the referral for further evaluation. 

The First Signs program is hoping to alleviate these perceived challenges by offering training programs in participating 

http://www.firstsigns.org/concerns/doc_parent.htm#top
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states and information on this Web site, such as recommendations for organizing a pediatric office to implement 

successful screening, advice on delivering bad news to families, information about current screening tools available and 

evidence of the efficacy of Early Intervention. 

Back to top 

Follow up with referrals; Progress can be made 

It is important to have on file contact information for local agencies, services, and specialists where families can go to 

for help during the referral process. Oftentimes, physicians may not know of local resources that are available or may 

not be satisfied with the caliber of these services. Take the time to find out for the future of your patients.  Once you 

have made the appropriate referrals, be sure to follow up with families to see how they are doing. Progress will be made 

with the proper supports and services in place. The process starts with you. 

"One of the greatest joys out of all this is the day that the child shows up— you've delivered the bad news six months 

ago and the family's done what you've told them to do—they come back in and you've got a child who's looking at you. 

Now he's developing words and play skills are beginning to expand. The parent looks terrific and the kid looks terrific 

and you're saying, 'wow, this is terrific, this is really great stuff'."> (Margaret L. Bauman, M.D., Pediatric Neurologist) 
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New Video: How Should Providers Deliver Bad News? 

 Delivering bad news is always a challenging task for providers. But certain 

communication techniques can make the experience less difficult for the patient 

and family. In a new video, Duke Professor Dr. Michael Haglund demonstrates 

how providers should and shouldn’t deliver bad news, based on the work of Dr. 

Neil S. Prose. Filmed with actors playing the role of the parents of a young 

child, two versions of the same scene sharply demonstrate the impact of a 
provider’s communication skills. Start a conversation in your class or Chapter 

with this video. (On a mobile device? Click here to watch on YouTube.) More 

information about the video, questions to consider and links to the transcript. 

 Published October 19, 2015 by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement 

Sharing Sensitive News 

By Katherine TeKolste, MD, FAAP, MHPP Co-Director 

(Adapted from St. Benedict’s Hospice, Sunderland, UK; Kaye P. Breaking Bad News.  

EPL Publications. 1995; and the readings listed below) 

Patients and families rank the following as the most important factors when they 

receive sensitive news: 

o Physician competence, honesty and attention 

o Time allowed for questions 

o Use of clear language 

o Privacy 

Steps in Sharing Sensitive News 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHGvjv_7PLU&utm_campaign=os-newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=23600482&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8rt8NiejGq91FGrEVFxMhf95CgLmufyTyOR1c1ZXJ0BHJ7B3WqLP2y_wHRzEhn6YRlhyn1QBolskx37cW32Bvd59rKyg&_hsmi=23600482
http://www.ihi.org/education/IHIOpenSchool/resources/Pages/Activities/Duke-HowShouldProvidersDeliverBadNews.aspx?utm_campaign=os-newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=23600482&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8QSp3C4K16lheBbijuMh15chc0CEOMhJxXpnhACCgV9X36u47mhn9Uz1rhstwg1tvAZUvGVcC67tHyR5vY8vjO-vsiXQ&_hsmi=23600482
http://www.ihi.org/education/IHIOpenSchool/resources/Pages/Activities/Duke-HowShouldProvidersDeliverBadNews.aspx?utm_campaign=os-newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=23600482&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8QSp3C4K16lheBbijuMh15chc0CEOMhJxXpnhACCgV9X36u47mhn9Uz1rhstwg1tvAZUvGVcC67tHyR5vY8vjO-vsiXQ&_hsmi=23600482


Prepare 

 Know the facts, what has happened, and what options are available 

Be humble. Recognize room for error in diagnosis and prognosis 

 Set up a time to meet as soon as possible 

 Shed personal baggage 

Get started 

 Meet face to face, if possible 

 Include others at the parents’ request; if there is no one else there, consider 

whether or not someone should be there – 

o Should relatives or friends be invited? 

o It may be helpful to have another support person there should relatives or 

friends be unavailable.  This might be a social worker or clergy member, 

or nurse the family recognizes as a helpful resource. 

 Meet in a private location with a comfortable place to sit 

 Allow plenty of time and avoid interruptions 

 Initiate with normal courtesies, such as ‘How are you today?’  Assess the 

family’s stress level and emotional state.  Ask/decide if this is a reasonable time 

to proceed. 

Find family’s current level of understanding and emotional state 

 Ask questions first!  What is known?  What is wanted? 

 Elicit concerns and encourage expression of feelings 

Find out how much the family wants to know 

 The real issue is not, “Do you want to know?” but “In what detail do you want 

to know?” 

Sharing the information 

 Start from the parent’s or child’s starting point. 

o What they currently know and understand 

o What they have been told 

 Summarize things to date 

 Pause frequently to allow patient to absorb the information and to ask questions 

 Reinforce correct understanding, using the family’s words where possible 

 Give information in small chunks; be clear and simple 



 Check understanding frequently and modify when needed (negotiate the 

agenda) 

o “Is this making sense?” 

o “Have I covered what you want to talk about?” 

 Summarize, repeat important points; ask if the family wants you to go over 

anything again. 

 Provide hope and optimism whenever possible 

 Use diagrams and written information when possible 

 Avoid medical terminology, or define and check for understanding when must 

use medical terminology 

 Listen for the family/child responses and desires 

o Most doctors interrupt the patients within 30 seconds of speaking.  Be 

patient! 

 Reinforce with resources for further information and personal availability to 

respond to further questions and concerns. Let them know they are not alone in 

this. 

 Respond to family and child’s feelings – Identify and acknowledge their 

reactions.  Be prepared for a mix of emotions, such as 

o Sadness 

o Shock 

o Disbelief 

o Anger 

o Denial 

o Feeling of failure 

 Do not be afraid to show emotion or distress yourself (within reason!) 

Offer next steps and plan for future 

o Distinguish the fixable from the unfixable, the known from the unknown 

o Identify coping strategies and encourage/reinforce them 

o Identify and reinforce parental stengths, build on family assets 

o Encourage parents in management of their child’s care 

 Being an advocate, Families and Providers Working Together 

 Care tools and resources 
Organizing Health Information 
Care plans and other care coordination tools 

o Identify other sources of help and provide written contact information. 

Examples: 

  Quick Key Contacts 

 County-specific Children with Special Needs Resource/Referral 

Lists in Resources by County 

http://medicalhome.org/sample-page/medical-home-abcs/
http://medicalhome.org/sample-page/organizing-your-paperwork/
http://medicalhome.org/physicians/care-coordination/
http://medicalhome.org/resourcessupport/quick-key-contacts/
http://medicalhome.org/resourcessupport/resources-by-county/


o Offer to link the family to parent-to-parent support and sibling support (a 

FRC or CSHCN Coordinator can help link the family to these supports; 

see your community resource list) 

o Determine next steps and create a plan with the family 

Additional Thoughts 

No one is expected to have all the answers 

 If you cannot answer a question, do not evade it.  Indicate that you will make a 

note of it and attempt to find an answer. 

 Utilize referral sources and specialists. 

 Make the family a partner in finding answers. 

Follow-up is important (phone, another appointment, email, other) for THREE 

REASONS: 

 The initial information is remembered less than the way the information was 

given. 

 Emotional adjustment takes time. 

 It provides an opportunity to see other family members and support persons. 

What to do when the patient/family breaks out in tears? 

o Plan ahead – have tissues in the room and offer them. 

o Do not act as if tears need to be stopped. 

o Often it is best to simply wait for the person to stop crying, while 

acknowledging the tears and the emotions. 

o If it seems appropriate, you can ask if the person would like to take a 

brief break and let you know when they would like to continue. 
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Resources 

 Video: How Should Providers Deliver Bad News? 
o Delivering bad news is always a challenging task for providers. But 

certain communication techniques can make the experience less difficult 

for the patient and family. In a new video, Duke Professor Dr. Michael 

Haglund demonstrates how providers should and shouldn’t deliver bad 

news, based on the work of Dr. Neil S. Prose. Filmed with actors 

playing the role of the parents of a young child, two versions of the 

same scene sharply demonstrate the impact of a provider’s 
communication skills. Start a conversation in your class or Chapter 

with this video. (On a mobile device? Click here to watch on YouTube.) More 

information about the video, questions to consider and links to the 

transcript. 

o Published October 19, 2015 by the Institute for Healthcare Improvement 

News 

SOURCE: http://medicalhome.org/physicians/sharing-sensitive-news/ 

Washington State Medical Home Partnerships Project 

Families, health care providers and communities working together for children and 

youth with special health care needs and disabilities 

 

http://forms.ihi.org/e1t/c/*W2C5RCx629PQkW5pZ235251_Fp0/*W5mkhN26Qf150W1mgFtf6tW2640/5/f18dQhb0S1Wd7r69bkN11PyB7CQ_kTN2FpTRYTDBMpW7n8lJh5WNd8tW3TggQZ2KWM2vW28WRRK29jvjCW3vBrP_80rv9BN6SgW8H3kkx-W4NkVdD8D5_LGW4VpLww4dRqhbW2gNvBx98McRQW9kMmLC3vxDDkW5sZkB61HnmNZW6g7V1c6VM7SBW5mf2035pWYfdW3tJNrd2Bss6tN875NCbFkQWjN22zbBq4JN00W3wX5lD5YJBPmW6PgCvq6nSKq2W3LBCLN5KDjctMSKvpxvD3xLW7Ttdsg1sJLptW1ng7625Zjt7ZW6FjWmV4KCkZ4W8cFNbJ2BLsNVW2xkkJ54SKbNQVjMf6b4w7MGMW1Q0sZs29nDwDW7YwM1F5jkkS3W8-n4ln6gfw9tW5lNSPr68vNnPW4nlYcC8ct9m-W1vNFhG20pJynW1sdMqS84PVgDW334njl4yJ3CgW8qjX_X1dftrPW6FwHSZ3c3YkJW5D2LCZ18Z3dvW37y_XD3jJrQCW7K_CzC8ZcTSRW5Z0lqs57VSNQW3NJzwK1pL7WrN7p8545kTnXyW8q37cn4qLt0WW3W-xx97jm3bVW2jPZp5628FrSW41pPJ09h6NYHW6NwpF623HZ4yW3rBX-Y1hSDDFf38R98d03
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHGvjv_7PLU&utm_campaign=os-newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=23600482&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8rt8NiejGq91FGrEVFxMhf95CgLmufyTyOR1c1ZXJ0BHJ7B3WqLP2y_wHRzEhn6YRlhyn1QBolskx37cW32Bvd59rKyg&_hsmi=23600482
http://www.ihi.org/education/IHIOpenSchool/resources/Pages/Activities/Duke-HowShouldProvidersDeliverBadNews.aspx?utm_campaign=os-newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=23600482&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8QSp3C4K16lheBbijuMh15chc0CEOMhJxXpnhACCgV9X36u47mhn9Uz1rhstwg1tvAZUvGVcC67tHyR5vY8vjO-vsiXQ&_hsmi=23600482
http://www.ihi.org/education/IHIOpenSchool/resources/Pages/Activities/Duke-HowShouldProvidersDeliverBadNews.aspx?utm_campaign=os-newsletter&utm_source=hs_email&utm_medium=email&utm_content=23600482&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-8QSp3C4K16lheBbijuMh15chc0CEOMhJxXpnhACCgV9X36u47mhn9Uz1rhstwg1tvAZUvGVcC67tHyR5vY8vjO-vsiXQ&_hsmi=23600482
http://medicalhome.org/physicians/sharing-sensitive-news/
http://medicalhome.org/


Chat Room Screening Tool     (for office use only) 

1) Name of Child:__________________________________________ 
2) DOB of Child:_________________________Age:______________ 
3) Name of Parent attending:________________________________ 
4) Siblings:     Yes____   No____   Name and age:_________________ 
5) Commitment to attend the 7 sessions 
6) Evening Session Childcare requested:    Yes___     No___ 
7) What is the language spoken at home:________________________ 
8)  Previous Experiences in Play groups/ child care : 

________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 

9) Is your child receiving special services? (OCTC, FW) 
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 

10) How did your child manage? 

Verbally:___________________________________________________ 

Socially:____________________________________________________ 

Transitions:_________________________________________________ 

Behaviorally:________________________________________________ 

11) Do you have concerns about your child’s development? (meeting 
milestones)______________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 



12) Any additional comments or information that would be 
useful?__________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Client Accepted:    YES___________      NO______________ 



 
 

1. Sit face to face and at the same level as 
your child. They need to see your face 
and how you are moving your mouth & 
tongue to make sounds. 
 

2. Make sure questions are open-ended. 
Don’t ask “yes” or “no” questions.  

 

3. Wait 10 seconds for your child to 
answer you when you ask them a 
question. If your child is looking at you, 
they are still thinking.  Be patient! 
 

4. Avoid asking your child to “say this”.  
Instead, offer them choices to choose 
from. 



CHAT ROOM PLAYGROUP INTAKE SURVEY (FOR PARENTS) 

Please answer the following questions as honestly as possible. If you are not 
comfortable answering a question, you can skip it. 

NAME (for record purposes only) 

Your name: _______________________________________ 

Your child's name: __________________________________ 

PRIOR PLAYGROUP EXPERIENCE 

1. Have you ever attended a playgroup with any of your children?    
 YES / NO 

2. In the last 12 months, have you attended a playgroup with at least one of your 
children?  
 YES / NO 

3. Will this be the first playgroup you have attended with this child? 
 YES / NO 

4. Why did you want to join this playgroup? (check all that apply) 
� To find information on community services 
� To get advice about parenting 
� To build my parenting confidence and skills 
� To meet other parents 
� It gives me something to do / gets me out of the house 
� It gives me a sense of connectedness 
� To build my child's confidence and skills 
� To learn new ways to play with and teach my child 
� It is important for my child to play with others 
� To help my child develop skills for school 

  



1 
 

 

5. What barriers may have prevented you from attending an open playgroup with 
this child in the past? (check all that apply) 
� Parent's health, illness or injury 
� Child's health, illness or injury 
� Other children's health or behaviour 
� Child's difficulties (verbal, social, transitional, behavioural) 
� Child's behaviour challenges 
� Balancing demands of other children (school-age or newborn) 
� Childcare for other children not available 
� Scheduling conflicts (work, study or childcare commitments) 
� Transportation difficulties/Distance to travel 
� Affordability 
� Availability of space in playgroup 
� Difficulty relating to other parents 
� Difficulty relating to staff 
� Group size creates challenges for my child 
� Group dynamics create challenges for my child 
� Dissatisfied with venue 
� Dissatisfied with facilitator's responsiveness to my child's needs 
� Other: __________________________________________________ 

 

6. If you have any further comments on your experience with this child and 
playgroups (e.g., ability to adapt to your child's needs), please share them here: 
  
  
  
  

7. How do you generally find out about playgroups? 
� Family/friend 
� Maternal child health nurse 

 

� Newspaper article/community notice 
� Community organization 

Thank you and enjoy the playgroup

 



CHAT ROOM: PARENT SURVEY – POST-PROGRAM 
 [1 – Perceptions of playgroup impact/benefits to parent and child] 

Please rate how much you agree with each of the following statements: 

Yes, definitely 

 

Somewhat 

 

Not at all 

 

I don’t know 

? 
Related to the parent:     

The playgroup helped me to understand my child’s language development.     

The playgroup taught me new ways to play with and teach my child.     

The playgroup taught me how to use early language development strategies with my child.     

The playgroup allowed me to meet and talk with other parents.     

The playgroup provided me with information and/or referrals to other community services.     

The playgroup provided me with advice about parenting.     

The playgroup helped build my parenting confidence.     

The playgroup helped build my parenting skills.     

Related to the child:     

The playgroup allowed my child to interact with other children in a small group setting.     

The playgroup provided my child experience with activities, routines and transitions.     

The playgroup prepared my child for the transition to open playgroups.     

The playgroup provided my child with language-rich group activities.     

The playgroup helped build my child’s confidence with language.     

The playgroup improved my child’s language and communication skills.     

The playgroup increased my child’s vocabulary.     

If you agree that your child’s language and communication skills have improved, please provide an example of how your child’s language or communication 

skills have improved (e.g., clearer speech, uses more words, talks more, speaks with more confidence, is more likely to start a conversation with me/other…) 

 

 

 



CHAT ROOM: PARENT SURVEY – POST-PROGRAM 
 [2 – Reported knowledge, understanding and confidence re: early language development, strategies, and services] 

Consider the last month. In comparison to the month BEFORE you attended this 
playgroup, please rate to what extent you agree with each of the following statements… 

NOW (since the playgroup) THEN (before the playgroup) 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

Strongly 
Agree 

Agree Disagree Strongly 
Disagree 

1. I have a good knowledge of early language development strategies (such as turn-
taking, imitate-and-interpret, vocabulary building, and letting my child lead). 

        

2. I have a good understanding of basic communication and play concepts (specifically, 
early language and play milestones). 

        

3. I have a good understanding of the risk factors associated with speech and language 
delays. 

        

4. I have a good understanding of my child’s current language abilities and 
communication skills. 

        

5. I am comfortable/feel confident using early language development strategies (such as 
turn-taking, imitate-and-interpret, vocabulary building, and letting my child lead) with 
my child. 

        

6. I know what services are available to support the development of my child’s early 
language and communication skills in my community. 

        

7. I know how to access the services that are available to support the development of my 
child’s early language and communication skills in my community. 

        

8. I am comfortable attending an open, non-specialized playgroup with my child.         

 

 

  



CHAT ROOM: PARENT SURVEY – POST-PROGRAM 
[3 – Reported usage of language strategies/play behaviour] 

Consider the last month. In comparison to the month BEFORE you attended this 
playgroup, how often would you say you have done the following OUTSIDE of the 
playgroup: 

NOW (since the playgroup) THEN (before the playgroup) 

A little 
of the 
time 

Some of 
the 

time 

A good 
bit of 
the 

time 

Most of 
the 

time 

A little 
of the 
time 

Some of 
the 

time 

A good 
bit of 
the 

time 

Most of 
the 

time 

1. When asking my child a question, I use yes/no questions (for example, “would you 
like a drink?”). 

        

2. When asking my child a question, I provide choices for them to choose from (for 
example, “would you like milk or juice?”). 

        

3. When speaking directly to my child, I use short, simple sentences with words they 
know and could repeat. 

        

4. I imitate my child’s actions and said what they would say (for example, at the 
sandbox, “I am filling this dump truck with sand.”) 

        

5. When using action words (like “jumping” or “running”) I model them for my child.         

6. I expand on what my child has said by repeating and adding a word (for example, 
“juice” – “orange juice, please”). 

        

7. I make my child say the word he/she does not know (for example, I ask my child to 
repeat, “Say, ‘chocolate chip cookie’”). 

        

8. I play word games or games that require conversation with my child (for example: I 
spy, rhyming words, sounds like…) 

        

9. I read to my child.         

10. I sing songs to my child.         

11. I let my child watch television for long periods of time.         

12. I let my child lead by using their interests and our surroundings to start 
conversations with my child. 

        



CHAT ROOM: PARENT SURVEY – POST-PROGRAM 

13. I take opportunities to pause and let my child start conversations (for example: 
while book reading, after turning a page). 

        

14. I have turn-taking conversations with my child.         

15. I talk to my child daily, even if they don’t always talk back.         

 

[4 – Perceived barriers to open-access playgroups] 

 

Before the playgroup, we asked you to identify what barriers may have prevented you from attending an open playgroup with this child in the past. What 

barriers do you still think exist? (check all that apply) 

 Parent's health, illness or injury 

 Child's health, illness or injury 

 Other children's health or behaviour 

 Child's difficulties (verbal, social, transitional, behavioural) 

 Child's behaviour challenges 

 Balancing demands of other children (school-age or newborn) 

 Childcare for other children not available 

 Scheduling conflicts (work, study or childcare commitments) 

 Transportation difficulties/Distance to travel 

 Affordability 

 Availability of space in playgroup 

 Difficulty relating to other parents 

 Difficulty relating to staff 

 Group size creates challenges for my child 

 Group dynamics create challenges for my child 

 Dissatisfied with venue 

 Dissatisfied with facilitator's responsiveness to my child's needs 

 Other: __________________________________________________ 

Comments:  



CHAT ROOM: PARENT SURVEY – POST-PROGRAM 
 [5 – Satisfaction with the service and/or comments] 
 
Please circle the appropriate response for each question that best applies to you. 
 
1. How would you rate the quality of education you received from the Chat Room Playgroup?  

Excellent Good Fair Poor 

 
1. Did you get the kind of education you wanted? 

No, definitely not No, not really Yes, generally Yes, definitely 

 
 
2. If a friend were in need of similar help, would you recommend the Chat Room Playgroup to him/her? 

No, definitely not No, not really Yes, generally Yes, definitely 

 Comments: 
 
3. How satisfied are you with the amount of education you received during the Char Room Playgroup? 

Quite dissatisfied Indifferent or mildly 
dissatisfied 

Mostly satisfied Very satisfied 

 
4. Overall, how satisfied are you with the education you received? 

Quite dissatisfied Indifferent or mildly 
dissatisfied 

Mostly satisfied Very satisfied 

 
5. If you were to seek help again, would you come back to the Chat Room Playgroup? 

No, definitely not No, not really Yes, generally Yes, definitely 

 
Next Steps (y/n): 
1) Do you have a plan in place for your child? 

 
2) Have you been provided with resources/referalls? 
 
3) Will you be seeking out additional services? 
 
4) Will you be taking your child to a local playgroup? 
 
If you have any further comments on your experience with this child and playgroups (e.g., ability to adapt to your child's needs), please share 
them here: 



CHAT ROOM: PARENT SURVEY – POST-PROGRAM 
[6 – Measure of knowledge/ validation of learning] 

1) What is NOT a strategy that helps children learn how to communicate? 
(a) Explore 
(b) Ask yes and no questions 
(c) Interpret 
(d) Include choices 
(e) Observe, wait and follow your child’s lead 

 
2) When do children recognize a rhyme (such as “cat-fat”)? 

18 months 2 years 3-4 years 6-7 years 

 
3) The following are ‘risk’ factors for speech/language delay (Circle all that apply): 

(a) ear infections 
(b) exposure to sign language, at an early age 
(c) eating broccoli 
(d) family history of speech/language or learning difficulties 
(e) early start to school (i.e. before 4 years of age) 
(f) all of the above 

 
4) Learning two languages at the same time causes a speech delay. 

True False 

 
5) Switching two languages within a phrase is bad for speech and language development. 

True False 

 
6) Receptive language refers to? (Circle all that apply) 

(a) Following directions 
(b) Understanding language 
(c) What my child says 
(d) How clearly my child speaks 
(e) All of the above 

 
7) Speech refers to? (Circle all that apply) 

(a) Grammar 
(b) Vocabulary 
(c) Literacy 
(d) Word choice 
(e) How clearly my child speaks 
(f) Grouping of words 
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